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 For Whom Bell Tolls: Conservatism and Change in Cormac

 David Cremean

 "[B]ut heroes often fail. . . ."
 -Gordon Lightfoot,
 "If You Could Read My Mind"

 Perhaps the initial central critical question generated by the large body
 of reviews focused on Cormac McCarthy's most recently published novel, No
 Country for Old Men , involves how to interpret the novel's "old man," Sheriff
 Ed Tom Bell. Numerous reviewers have opened critical discussion of this novel
 by assuming, on the basis of the slightest of evidence, that Bell's conservative
 views represent McCarthy's own. Among the reviewers suggesting this
 viewpoint is no one less than McCarthy's fellow writer of the dark underbelly of
 America, Joyce Carol Oates, in her error-riddled "The Treasure of Comanche
 County" from The New York Review of Books : "It's possible that Cormac
 McCarthy, described in a recent interview as a 'southern conservative,' intends
 Bell's social-conservative predilections to speak for his own. . . However, a
 close reading of the novel, aided by logic, biocritical elements, and particularly
 Joseph Campbell's analysis of the mythic hero, dispels this idea while
 simultaneously establishing that Bell himself is, or at least ends up, far more
 than merely the small-minded conservative.

 Oates notwithstanding, of the several reviews equating Bell's views
 with McCarthy's own, the most developed is "It's a Man's, Man's World" by
 Yale professor William Deresiewicz. Published in the intellectual liberal
 periodical The Nation, it is nevertheless one of the most injudicious reviews
 among a mixed lot evaluating and beginning to explore No Country for Old
 Men ? Most egregiously, Deresiewicz fails in his application of biocriticism to
 McCarthy. He apparently has read the recent Vanity Fair interview with
 McCarthy, wherein Richard Woodward vaguely identifies the novelist as a
 "quiet 72-year-old southern conservative" ("Cormac Country" 100). Perhaps he
 has also read Woodward's initial 1992 interview with McCarthy in The New
 York Times Magazine wherein Woodward terms him "a radical conservative"-
 though contextually that phrase seems merely geared at McCarthy's aesthetics,
 not his politics ("Cormac McCarthy's ..." 30).3 Whatever the reason,
 Deresiewicz, albeit sans the vital "southern" qualifier employed by Woodward,
 also labels McCarthy "a conservative," stressing that his "father was a
 prominent Knoxville attorney" (40). In the process, the reviewer appears
 unaware that McCarthy long had a strained relationship with his father. He
 conveniently omits that Woodward later mentions that McCarthy has known
 drug dealers, some of whom he says are or were "lovely, gracious people"
 ("Cormac Country" 103), far from the hard-core conservative attitude that
 Deresiewicz's reading attributes to him. Furthermore, Mike Gibson has pointed
 out that the novelist's second ex-wife, Annie DeLisle, "suggests" the following:
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 [T]hat her former husband's singularly authentic literary bent has more
 to do with a centuries-old theological construct, with the notion that
 God, in His grace, can justly bestow life, and therefore adoration, on
 even the most imperfect creatures. . . . "He always said, 'Just because
 something isn't pleasant doesn't mean it doesn't exist.' He felt for

 those who were less blessed and that the world the rest of us

 would ignore, he would delve into it, see where it came from."
 (33-34)

 Interestingly, such ideas are far closer to theological liberalism than to
 conservative Christian thinking; they are conservative in fact only in dating back
 centuries.

 Deresiewicz also neglects mentioning that Woodward notes
 McCarthy's two divorces, that he is on his third marriage, this one to a woman
 roughly half his age, and that he long rarely saw his first son, hardly indicators
 of conservative family values ("Cormac Country" 104). He further ignores the
 many elements in McCarthy's writings suggesting that their author's
 conservatism may well be a much more thoughtful and broader one than the
 average stereotyping of conservatives allows for: among others, the negative
 attitudes about the Tennessee Valley Authority (for whom McCarthy's father
 practiced law) in The Orchard Keeper; the antinuclear cast of the end of The
 Crossing; the numerous obvious generous sympathies for the lowly of life
 throughout his canon.

 Despite the dearth of specifics available in Woodward's pieces,
 Dersiewicz continues to judge McCarthy's political intentions and more exact
 conservative beliefs as they apply to Sheriff Bell and No Country for Old Men:

 As the novel nears its end . . . Bell's very doubts about the value of his
 life's work become the excuse for an affirmation of timeworn verities:

 the endurance of truth, the existence of God, the nihilism of unbelief,
 the goodness of the old ways. The sheriff is clearly McCarthy's
 mouthpiece here. . . . McCarthy the conservative has conscripted
 McCarthy the artist for service in the culture wars. . . . (40, emphases
 mine)

 Judicious use of biocriticism is a defensible approach to literature ~ I am
 employing biocriticism in this essay ~ particularly when it is applied as one
 among various contextual and other interpretive tools. Yet Deresiewicz's use of
 it here is injudicious at best, thrusting his piece squarely into the realm of
 misreading. As his own words above imply, McCarthy has never previously
 appeared to use a character in isolation as his own mouthpiece. In fact,
 following the reviewer's assumption, one could just as easily argue that Judge
 Holden or for that matter Anton Chigurh are intended to function as McCarthy's
 voice,4 as much of what they say and do arguably dovetails nicely with the
 attitudes and actions of certain conservatives. In fact, it is highly debatable
 whether or not McCarthy has used even his narrators, always disembodied, to
 voice his beliefs. Furthermore and finally, it is Dersiewicz himself who has
 "clearly" done something: he has managed to follow the fundamentalist
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 Christian conservative practice of over-literalizing and, most ironically, of
 recruiting this literalist and assumptive version of McCarthy's intentions for his
 own "service in the culture wars."

 This background contextualization aside, it is undeniable that
 McCarthy and Bell have at least one major trait in common: both utter facile
 pronouncements and make sweeping generalizations. In "Cormac Country," the
 Vanity Fair interview with Woodward, for instance, McCarthy offers several
 such statements akin to many of Bell's: the proclamation that semicolon use
 constitutes "idiocy" (103); the claim that "If you can't know where a man is
 going to be when he says he's going to be there, how can you trust him about
 anything else?" (100); the observation that "If you're in the drug business, you
 know when you get up that morning that there's some chance somebody's going
 to get killed" (103); the statement that "Most people don't ever see anyone die.
 It used to be if you grew up in a family you saw everybody die. They died in
 their bed at home with everyone gathered around. Death is the major issue in
 the world. For you, for me, for all of us" (103-04). Other examples of this trait
 surface in "Cormac McCarthy's Venomous Fiction," his earlier New York Times
 Book Review interview with Woodward, who in the piece's first paragraph
 offers his perspective on the novelist's essential conversational style: "McCarthy
 would much rather orate than confide" (28). That same essay offers similar
 examples of McCarthy's penchant for homespun pronouncements: "teaching
 writing is a hustle" (30) and "There's no such thing as a life without bloodshed"
 (36). Granted, most people prove somewhat prone to this trait, and, particularly
 when hoisted from context and thus isolated, remarks by anyone can take on
 such appearances. In the end, one may well be made to wonder if McCarthy
 may well be engaging in some self-deprecating humor via Bell's own verbal
 tendencies in the same direction, since as Woodward notes in his first interview,
 McCarthy "speaks with an amused, ironic manner" (30). Regardless, Bell's own
 utterances resembling McCarthy's seem akin to the hackneyed phrases or facile
 judgments regularly spewing from Flannery O'Connor characters, which she
 uses as an ironic literary device. As such, Bell's knack for uttering these words
 and thoughts and others like them, despite the great sympathy with which he is
 portrayed, indicate that during most of the novel, he can and quite possibly
 should be viewed as unreliable and suspect in his judgments, much like the
 O'Connor characters. One might even maintain that her tradition demands it.

 Also like O'Connor's characters, Bell can be seen as experiencing his
 moment (or in his case, moments) of grace during which he is made to realize
 the insufficiencies of his views. Unlike her "startling figures," however, whom
 she either leaves while they are still in shock or kills off, Bell grows and
 advances in his views after recognizing shortcomings in his previous world
 view. For instance, his overall beliefs and opinions throughout most of the
 novel seem untested by experience or for the most part to mirror a dominating
 conservatism especially present in much of the modern American West. After
 Bell's italicized portion of Chapter I, which appears to be chronologically
 contemporary with the novel's final few italicized chapter portions, until
 Chapter IX on, in almost all of his italicized speeches and much of his dialogue
 within the narrative passages, he is disinclined to doubt his assumptions or logic,
 though his readers should. This disin
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 clination is born of his position that:
 People anymore you talk about right and wrong they 're liable to smile
 at you. But I never had a lot of doubts about things like that. In my
 thoughts about things like that. 1 hope I never do. (158-59).

 His speech on abortion attests to this dogmatism. Discussing a woman he
 overheard defending the practice, he narrates the following:

 She kept on, kept on. [Something Bell, ironically, tends to do
 himself, including here.] Finally told me, said: I dont like the way this
 country is headed. I want my granddaughter to be able to have an
 abortion. And 1 said well mam I dont think you got any worries about
 the way the country is headed. The way I see it goin I dont have much
 doubt but what she 7/ be able to have an abortion. I 'm goin to say that
 not only will she be able to have an abortion, she'll be able to
 have you put to sleep. Which pretty much ended the conversation.
 (196-97)

 Whatever position on the delicate issue any reader with a modicum of
 knowledge about logic takes, Bell is clearly guilty of the non-sequitur in his
 confusion of categories, falsely equating abortion with active euthanasia. Bell is
 a sympathetic character, likable for the most part, a realistic representation of
 many ranchers and the like from across the Great Plains of the United States,
 from Montana and the Dakotas on down to Texas. But the beliefs he expresses
 throughout the early part of the novel fail to sound like ones he has made his
 own, wrestled with, or gained through experience, but rather like ones he has
 merely bitten into, hook, line, and sinker.

 Perhaps nothing else better reveals this change and mitigates more
 against reading Bell as McCarthy's own voice than tracing him through Joseph
 Campbell's overall conception of the mythical hero in his classic book The
 Hero 's Journey , in particular since McCarthy is one of modern America's most
 mythicising writers.

 One of the primary mythical aspects of No Country for Old Men relates
 to its repetition of a structural element from The Border Trilogy. As is the case
 with John Grady Cole and Billy Parham (and before their union, each
 respectively with Jimmy Blevins and Boyd Parham), Ed Tom Bell and Llewelyn
 Moss enact the polar opposite possibilities of the heroic character. Billy and
 Bell, with the strong similarities in their two names and the strong likelihood of
 shared birth years, are the heroes who, while they constantly seem to fail,
 survive into older ages and gain the lessons to bring back from their "quests"
 (just what these lessons are, as well as their very nature, can, of course, be
 debated). John Grady, Blevins, Boyd, and Moss are the romantic young lions
 who act heroically (or mock heroically) and impetuously, but die in the process,
 thus incompletely filling the hero's role. Such oppositions are of course
 common motifs in and between numerous classical myths.

 More specific to No Country for Old Men, what Bell in particular has
 encountered in his past and now encounters and (non-)faces throughout this
 novel, tests his beliefs and tests them profoundly. He enters Campbell's hero
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 stage of trials once he has answered the equally Campbellian call to action that
 begins with Anton Chigurh's murder of a deputy from another county and raises
 its volume with eight drug-trade murders out on isolated ranch land. At once
 curiously but realistically - and still well within Campbell's framework - during
 the course of the book Bell both accepts and rejects his call, as he has done
 previously in life during World War II. Llewelyn Moss, however, consistently
 answers his call. Yet Moss ends up dead and thus unable to fulfill the last part
 of the hero's journey - returning with a message - while Bell's failure to answer
 fully his call(s) ensures his survival and his return with what Campbell terms
 "the lesson he [the hero] has learned of life renewed" (20).

 Upon first reading the novel and beginning to consider its mythicality, I
 found myself curiously believing that by novel's end Bell was merely at
 Campbell's threshold stage. Two more readings convinced me otherwise: by
 novel's end he is indeed at the end of the hero's journey, possessor of that
 wisdom and the message the hero in full brings back to his or her corner of the
 world. No Country for Old Men is in large part the unfolding of just that. Bell
 arrives at the threshold at the point when he begins to hear of Chigurh's actions;
 as Campbell says in speaking of the threshold, "[F]olk mythologies populate
 with deceitful and dangerous presences every desert place outside the normal
 traffic of the village. ... A dangerous one-legged, one-armed, one-sided figure -
 the half-man - invisible if viewed from the off-side . . ." (78). The isolated
 Terrell County, Texas, where the novel is set, and the mysterious and menacing
 Chigurh, who is indeed one-sided morally and essentially invisible, fit
 Campbell's description perfectly. Passing this threshold does not allow Bell to
 enter a world of heroic action in the physical world; rather, that is Moss's
 journey. But it does ultimately thrust Bell into the at least arguably equally
 perilous journey into his own psyche, where he confronts past, present, and
 himself, eventually pulling them all together into an integral unity finalized by
 his narration of his previous archetypal and highly mystical dream of
 togetherness with his late father.

 The lesson(s) the hero learns will in fact be partly personal, as all
 outward lessons must at the least initially be. Therefore Bell must enter his own
 unconscious, enter it as honestly as possible by recognizing his own failures and
 failings like those involving his courage or lack thereof. This is the phase of his
 trials, or as Northrop Frye discusses it, opening with one of Campbell's pet
 terms, "the labyrinth or maze, the image of lost direction, often with a monster
 at its heart" (150). In Bell's case the labyrinth is at once the external one created
 by Chigurh and the Mexican drug lords and their American co-conspirators and
 the internal one created by his past experiences, including abandoning not only
 his unit in World War II but also a chase when danger threatens him, as well as
 his lack of sufficient courage to face Chigurh. So Bell does fail in his outer
 journey, but he succeeds in his inner one. As Campbell envisions it, "The
 passage of the mythological hero may be overground, incidentally;
 fundamentally it is inward" (29).

 This said, Bell has never been a mere coward. In the World War II
 encounter, for instance, he stayed on alone and fought for hours in the dark
 before finally leaving. Nor did he immediately bury his retreat, since he told an
 officer the truth of that situation. But he and his world view, mostly adopted
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 from others (along with his penchant for speaking the moral and political clichés
 of his region, his religious "faith" is his wife's light American version), fails him
 as he works his way through his dual labyrinth of interior and exterior. One of
 his shortcomings is a naiveté, or at least a disconnect, regarding the history of
 his region. Though he mentions its bloody past more than once, he nevertheless
 believes it cannot compare to what he is witnessing now. McCarthy himself of
 course knows better, as Blood Meridian and The Border Trilogy amply attest.
 Ironically enough, it is only when contemporaries like the denizens of the drug
 industry, Chigurh and Moss force Bell to answer his call, enter his labyrinth, that
 he intuits the truth.

 Bell's sterility and inability to cope with death are further illustrated by
 his childless marriage. He and his wife, Loretta, had a daughter, but they lost
 her. Bell apparently has never faced her death or grappled with its implications
 for his simplistic world view. Everything said, then, until faced with the call,
 the threshold, the labyrinth that constitute most of this novel, Bell is but a
 member of "The multitude of men and women [who] choose the less
 adventurous way of the comparatively unconscious civic and tribal routines"
 (23).

 Finally, No Country for Old Men tethers itself to the rest of McCarthy's
 published writings. McCarthy, both in his first interview with Woodward and in
 The Crossing as well as elsewhere, has commented on the "one book" idea of all
 literature, something of a parallel to Campbell's monomyth (and in various other
 guises argued for by literary giants ranging from Percy Bysshe Shelley to T. S.
 Eliot). His own novels themselves certainly include all sorts of unifying
 elements, many carried on in this latest novel, such as Moss's link to Jimmy
 Blevins by telling Carla Jean that he obtained his illegal gun "At the gettin
 place" (21) or the continued refrain of McCarthy's intertextually employed
 "they rode on," most famously used in Blood Meridian but a real presence as
 early as near the beginning of Suttree with "He rowed on" (11). 1 have already
 mentioned the Billy Parham-Ed Tom Bell similarities, and numerous others
 abound. These unifying motifs resound throughout McCarthy's writings,
 pulling and holding his fictional world together.

 The ending of No Country proves no exception. Bell's focus has
 shifted back to what the first chapter of the novel intimated: that he has become
 a changed man and, as in the final stage of Campbell's hero-quest, is bearing a
 message back to the rest of the world, in his case through his final lines in the
 novel. His final homily, arguably the only profound one he utters, at once bears
 and is born of this message. It is, after all, the end of Chapter XIII, quite likely,
 as is typical, thirteen being the number of the missing floor in the Houston
 skyscraper Carson Wells comments on earlier in the novel (142). Analogously
 for Bell, the thirteenth chapter finishes detailing what he has been missing: he
 has recently recognized that "I'm not the man of an older time they say I am. I
 wish I was. I'm a man of this time" (279). In that earlier statement and in his
 material found opening the novel's first chapter (the portions Bell narrates of the
 initial and final chapters are the only two of his speeches that appear to come
 fully after the events of the main narrative), Bell exhibits the changes that his
 hero's journey has wrought in him. He has gradually grown uncertain, all but
 abandoned his truisms, his proclamations, his certainties, and seemingly found
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 consolation in uncertainty itself: "It [the total of the events of the story to follow]
 has done brought me to a place in my life I would not of thought I'd come to"
 (4); "I dont know a damn thing" (213); "And this [the drugs and violence of the
 border region] aint goin away . And that's about the only thing I do know "
 (217).

 So unlike Moss, who in wife Carla Jean's words "never has" quit
 anything, Bell quits the job he realizes he is insufficient for, having reached
 knowingly and honestly back into history as shown when he returns a final time
 to the site of the eight murders. His narration concerning that visit reveals that
 he has learned, and some of that learning's content: "this country has got a
 strange kind of history and a damned bloody one too. About anywhere you care
 to look : ... I dont make excuses for the way I think. Not no more. I talk to my
 daughter " (284-85). Bell has evaluated his supposed certitudes and found them
 lacking, recognized them to be at heart but excuses. He is also now
 unconcerned with what others think, has moved beyond thinking and acting in a
 way he is expected to.

 In fact, in Chapter 13 he ultimately reaches back beyond history into
 prehistory, back into archetypal elements vital to the unconscious and
 represented by the eternal elements of fire and stone, stretches his arms and soul
 into the mystery and the mystical. As Campbell envisions it,

 The modern hero-deed must be that of questing to bring to light again
 the lost Atlantis of the coordinated soul. . . . [T]he problem is nothing if
 not that of rendering the modern world spiritually significant- or rather
 . . . nothing if not that of making it possible for men and women to
 come to full human maturity through the conditions of contemporary
 life" (388).

 By novel's end, Bell has reached this point. Some of the relative little we know
 about McCarthy resonates with this idea as well. Significantly, summarizing a
 letter McCarthy sent him, Garry Wallace states, "he ended with the thought that
 our inability to see spiritual truth is the greatest mystery" (138).

 Consequently, it is in his final spiritual move into the mystical that Bell
 exhibits -and simultaneously remolds ~ his main residual conservatism, and it
 is most likely here that we might find traces of McCarthy's own. For Bell has
 indeed fulfilled Campbell's notion of the hero, which the following details:

 [T]he man or woman who has been able to battle past his personal and
 local historical limitations to the generally valid, normally human
 forms. . . . The hero has died as a modern man; but as eternal man -
 perfected, unspecific, universal man - he has been reborn. (20)

 In fact, in the ending of No Country for Old Men, as in the epilogue to Blood
 Meridian and as it is spotted throughout the rest of McCarthy's writings, what
 matters are the timeless elements like stone and fire and all that they
 symbolically imply; the hero triumphant, defeated, or filled with failure, or some
 state partaking of all three; the long-lived handiwork of humanity; the mystical
 apprehension of God where truth has its origin, its very being, and endures.
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 Even the violence thundering through this novel and throughout McCarthy's
 canon is another timeless element, probably the trait he is at once justly and
 overly famous for, and it relates to the sacred: as René Girard notes, "Violence
 is the heart and secret soul of the transcendent and the sacred" (31) - perhaps in
 part because, as he later declares, " violence operates without reason " (46,
 emphases his).

 Notes

 1 Among Oates's errors are an egregious several. As Roger D. Hodge observes
 in a footnote, "For some reason, Joyce Carol Oates believes that Bell is the sheriff of
 Comanche County, which is more than 300 miles to the northeast [of Bell's Terrell
 County]. This error explains the otherwise inexplicable title of her New York Review
 essay, "The Treasure of Comanche County" (69). As well, Oates somehow claims to
 know that Outer Dark is set "in the vicinity of Maryville [Tennessee], near the author's
 childhood home" even though the novel never mentions any place by name and mentions
 alligators, found nowhere near there. While this last detail may be inconclusive in
 establishing Oates's claim as erroneous, given McCarthy's occasional thematically
 useful geographic displacements noted by Hodge (71), she still has no real basis for her
 claim. She also impossibly maintains that "McCarthy has eliminated all quotation marks
 from his prose so that his characters' speech isn't distinct from the narrative voice. . . ."
 when in fact his characters' speech is colloquial and easily distinguished from the non-
 colloquial main narrative voices in McCarthy; they are only typographically indistinct.

 Moreover, Oates drastically reads into the text of Child of God, stating that the
 dead bodies Lester Ballard has stored in a cave are "those of attractive young females"
 when McCarthy does not suggest the adjective "attractive." She incorrectly mentions
 that "Dialogue gives way to ambling monologues and homilies in the second half of The
 Crossing when the monologues and homilies begin occurring much earlier in the novel,
 with the longest of all, the homily spoken by the hermit of Huisiachepic, beginning
 roughly a third of the way through the novel. Finally, she is guilty of a major misreading
 in discussing No Country for Old Men, purporting falsely that Llewelyn Moss "takes
 some Mexican brown heroin" with him when in fact he does no such thing, but only
 tastes it enough to identify it. This error cannot be explained as resulting from a change
 made to advance copies of the novel, as the detail is the same in the advance copy
 version. In short, as is the case with many reviews written by less famous people-and as
 is the case with too many reviews in general-Oates's review is fraught with indefensible
 errors.

 2 A resident of the West myself (I live in the Black Hills of far-western South
 Dakota, a scant few miles from Wyoming), I think it is essential to point out that the
 essays by Oates and Deresiewicz, along with a host of others about this and other western
 books, unfortunately indicate that much (but I hasten to add, not all) of the eastern
 literary establishment as a whole continues to devalue and misunderstand the American
 West. A much stronger example of sound eastern criticism comes with Roger D.
 Hodge's "Blood and Time," in Harper's. Of course, as his article in part details, Hodge
 is originally from the part of Texas where McCarthy's most recent novel is set.

 The full quotation reads, "Rightful heir to the Southern Gothic tradition,
 McCarthy is a radical conservative who still believes that the novel can, in his words,
 "encompass all the various disciplines and interests of humanity" (Woodward, "Cormac
 McCarthy's" 30). In fact, much of what we know of McCarthy's life and much of his
 fiction indicates more of a libertarian, even an anarchistic, tendency toward matters
 political and governmental. He was, after all, friends with the professed anarchist
 Edward Abbey, himself a curious mix of his time's conservatism and liberalism
 (Woodward, "Cormac McCarthy's" 30).
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 4 Or, for that matter, an equivalent argument might be that Llewelyn Moss's
 wife, Carla Jean, is McCarthy's mouthpiece, since she bears his initials: C. J. M.
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